
 
  

 

Fundraising Strategy 2022-26/27 
Raise more money, from more people, more often 

Our fundraising ambition is driven by the need to deliver a 

transformative approach to service delivery that responds to 

emerging needs and breaches the funding gaps left by 

commissioned services.  
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Introduction 

This fundraising strategy sets out how Framework will grow its fundraised income during the period 2022-26/27 aligned to the 

Framework Corporate plan for the same period. 

This strategy builds on the fundraising feasibility study from January 2021, which assessed Framework’s future fundraising potential. 

That study concluded that, if Framework invested sufficiently in fundraising and took certain specified actions to support it, the charity 

could potentially be raising some £2.58 million after 5 years. This strategy is aligned to achieving this target, we recognise this may be 

ambitious in a time when cost of living increases will potentially impact on Frameworks ability to fundraise and on individuals’ ability to 

give. This ambition is driven by the needs of our service users. Securing additional complementary resources will further increase the 

number of service users we are able reach and improve the quality and standard of the services they receive. 

Within this context, three strategic elements underpin this strategy: 

1. Funding sources – that Framework will continue to develop and grow the specific work strands required to deliver the increased 

income target. 

2. Investment in our people and systems – this will enhance our internal capability and capacity. 

3. Involving external partners and stakeholders – to maximise the role of influential and high net worth individuals and bring in 

technical expertise where it is needed 

Assumptions 

This strategy is based on a number of key assumptions, as follows: 

1. That Framework will invest at the ratio of 1:4 (industry accepted ROI) to drive growth 

2. That the number of community and corporate donors increases in all geographies in line with the growth in Nottinghamshire 

over the past 10 years (see Appendix 3 Lincolnshire Communications Strategy) 

3. That the growth in digital fundraising is aligned to the value identified within the feasibility study (see appendix 4, Digital 

Fundraising Strategy) 

4. That competition for funds will remain fierce. 
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Fundraising Targets 

The targets set for the five-year period are as follows:  

Source of Income 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 

Trusts + grants 181242 217490 260988 313186 375823 450988 

National Lottery 166593 150000 150000 150000 150000 150000 

Corporates 64500 77400 92880 111456 133747 160497 

Community including faiths 
and schools/universities 

56872 68246 81896 98275 117930 141516 

Individuals – Regular Donors 174000 217500 271875 339844 424805 531006 

Events 143500 172200 206640 247968 297562 357074 

Digital 98368 122960 184440 276660 414990 622485 

Major donors 29906 35887 43065 51678 62013 74416 

Legacies 7200 200000 10800 12960 15552 18662 

Services 21307 25568 30682 36818 44182 53019 

Gift Aid 46099 55319 66383 79659 95591 114709 

TOTAL 989587 1342571 1399648 1718504 2132195 2674371 

  
     

  

Investment/Budget 1:4 247397 335643 349912 429626 533049 668593 
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Funding Sources 

There is a five year Fundraising Plan to accompany the strategy which details how we plan to increase the income as set out in the 

table above (see Appendix 1). 

Trusts, Foundations and Grants 

Context 

In 2021-22 Framework raised £165,250 from Trusts and Foundations, a 132% increase on the previous year’s £71,329. During 2021-

22 we also raised £166,593 of National Lottery funding through the Reaching Communities Programme for Framework’s Homeless to 

Home initiative. This strategy outlines how we intend to further increase income from these sources over the next 5 years.   

Strategic Aims 

• Increase the number of repeat donations from Trusts & Foundations 

• Increase the level of donations from Trusts & Foundations 

• Increase the number of donations from new Trusts & Foundations. 

• Make strategic use of existing contacts – renew the contact mapping exercise as new board members are recruited and search 

ThankQ for supporters that sit on Charitable Trust boards and committees.  

Lottery Funding 

Context 

Framework has successfully delivered a range of National Lottery funded programmes including nationally funded programmes 

Fulfilling Lives, Small Steps Big Change and Building Better Opportunities. In addition, Framework has successfully secured the 

maximum amount available from Reaching Communities England, currently set at £500,000 over 3 years. 

The Trust and Grants Fundraising Officer is responsible for Reaching Communities, Awards for All and Heritage Lottery.  

Strategic Aims 

• Engage Senior Leadership Team and Operational Leadership Group in setting priorities for funding applications. 

• Secure maximum funding available through all National Lottery funding streams 
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Corporate 

Context 

The aim of the corporate activity will be to expand the pool of corporate supporters, with an emphasis on seeking cash support (while 

also accepting gifts in kind where offered).  

Corporate relationships are managed by the Supporter Engagement and Income Generation Officers. Relationship management varies 

depending on a range of factors such as the type of support (pro-bono, gifts in kind, sponsorship etc.), size of donation and partner 

preferences. In most instances no formal contract will be drawn up to outline a relationship.  

Strategic Aims 

• Develop the ‘Friends of Framework’ sponsorship offer 

• Increase cash donations from corporate sources including income from both Framework and third-party events.  

• Widen the geographical net to grow the base of corporate support. 

• Strengthen existing relationships and make strategic use of corporate contacts by ‘cross-selling’ to involve partners in our wider 

programme of activities. 

• Focus on stewardship – recognise and reward support 

• Maximise the effectiveness of LinkedIn to research new prospects and reach out to existing staff, board members and 

supporters 

Community - All 

Context  

Following a 12-month period spent reviving existing ‘cold’ community relationships and forming new strategic relationships within the 

education sector and with youth groups including the Scouts, we are in a position to consider our priorities.  

The numerous relatively ‘low maintenance’ relationships we have with church groups remain as strong as ever, realising financial and 

in-kind support steadily throughout the year, but more can and should be done to recognise their substantial contribution. Steps have 

been taken to engage faith groups outside of Christianity. Diversification will continue to be a focus going forward. 
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We receive modest financial support from secular community groups, most notably Rotary Clubs, but more needs to be done to 

strengthen these relationships through effective stewardship, with the ultimate aim of generating repeat donations.  

Strategic Aims 

• Increase income from community sources, focusing on income from events.  

• ‘Widen the net’ in order to diversify our community supporter base, focusing on youth groups and organisations to grow a new 

generation of supporters. 

• Consolidate existing relationships through appropriate recognition and involvement in our wider programme of activities. 

Community - Lincolnshire  

Context 

Lincolnshire’s population is almost equal to that of Nottinghamshire, but considering the level of service provision, there is little or no 

public awareness of Framework in the Lincolnshire area. This is partly because there has been no dedicated local fundraising presence 

raising awareness, engaging support and securing donations. The appointment of a Supporter Engagement and Income Generation 

Officer to cover Lincolnshire signals our intent to put this right. Over the course of the next five years the postholder will work to establish 

a fundraising and communications footprint that better reflects Framework service provision across the county.     

Strategic Aims 

• Deliver an intensive programme of networking and associated face-to-face activity in Lincolnshire, engaging support from 

Framework staff to enhance existing corporate and community relationships and develop new ones 

• Increase Framework’s public profile through a combination of local events and activities, alongside associated digital 

communications and marketing activity, to amplify brand recognition and public awareness of Framework’s work in Lincolnshire  

• Generate a Lincolnshire-based social media following in order to raise the public profile of Framework in Lincolnshire and 

continue to grow the supporter base 

• Increase supporter numbers and donations from individual community and corporate sources across Lincolnshire, including 

income from events. 

Events  

Context 

Over the years Framework’s Fundraising & Communications teams have delivered a range of in-person and digital events. In order to 

take our events provision to the next level, we recently appointed a dedicated Events & Digital Events Fundraising Officer whose focus 
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will be to increase engagement and income from events and raise the profile of Framework, making us the leading charity in the region 

for events and digital events.  

Strategic Aims 

• Enhance Framework’s events offer, delivering an increase in the number and quality of events and digital events, wherever 

possible introducing ‘hybrid’ events.  

• Introduce a range of new ‘challenge events’ to increase Framework’s brand awareness with minimal investment. 

• Build beneficial partnerships with established challenge and event organisers and other similar institutions. 

• Host larger ‘non-traditional’ fundraising events with higher profit margins. 

Individual giving 

Context 

Framework raised £174,000 in 2021/22 from direct debits and standing orders. 

Individual Giving is the ‘holy grail’ of fundraising and all communications, stewardship events and interventions are aimed at growing 

the number of supporters who donate on a monthly or quarterly basis. 

Strategic Aims 

• Increase the number of regular donors giving by direct debit on a monthly, quarterly or annual basis by 15% per year.  

• Convert 20% of one-off donors into regular donors to achieve income growth in line with forecast. 

• Enhance the donor journey and reduce attrition by streamlining the web payment process  

• Effectively use data to segment the donor base to increase engagement and conversion 

Digital 

Context 

Digital is now the main way to communicate with both existing and new donors. It is what drives donor acquisition and supports the 

conversion from one-off donor to regular donor. It is the biggest growth area in fundraising and we will invest in both staff and resources 

to achieve its full potential. The feasibility study assumed an income of 1 million by 2026 – this included all Regular Donors as well as 

the income from digital events. For the purposes of this strategy, Individual Fundraising and Events Fundraising have their own targets 

and plans. 
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Strategic Aims 

• Increase income by 20% per year over the life of the strategy.  

• Increase followers from Lincolnshire to be 10% of your overall following on social media.  

• Increase newsletter subscribers by 4% and gain an average open rate of 34% 

• Increase social media engagement rate by 0.25% across all channels  

• Increase website traffic by 10%, focusing on key pages and news 

• Build relationships with internal staff to gather at least 20 new stories from beneficiaries per year. 

• Continue to understand, engage and involve donors by building on a test, learn and improve approach to digital fundraising 

Major Donors 

Context 

At Framework a major donor is any person that gives a single gift of £10,000 or more at any one time. Individuals that we have identified 

as capable of giving a major gift are ‘prospects’. Currently a combination of other fundraising priorities, available resource and the 

modest number of major donors on our database do not justify the appointment of a dedicated major gifts fundraiser. However, we 

recognise that in the future this is an area that we will want to invest in. Currently major donor relationships are managed by either the 

Head of Fundraising & Communications, the Projects & Partnerships Manager, Supporter Engagement Officers or a combination of 

the above, with occasional input from senior staff. The major donor plan is being delivered as part of Framework’s wider supporter 

strategy and chiefly via the Building Better Futures fundraising campaign.  

Strategic Aims 

• Create and market a range of fundraising ‘products’ to encourage donations at a higher level. 

• Design and deliver an ongoing cyclical process of research, cultivation, solicitation and stewardship to generate a pipeline of 

new major donors. 

• Increase the number of donations from major donors to 5 per year by the end of the Building Better Futures campaign. 

Legacies 

Context 

In the four years 2017–21, Framework received an average of £36,000 p.a. in legacies. Given the time lag between promoting and 

receiving legacies, any activity during the period of this strategy will only have an impact beyond the next five years. Legacy targets in 

this strategy will therefore be based on the average of the past four years, plus inflation. 
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Strategic Aims 

• Establish the 1% legacy gift* via a multifaceted ongoing drip-marketing campaign. 

• Identify prospects using data analysis  

• Create a profile of our prospects. As our data quality improves with time, these can be used to find matches amongst our 

growing donor base. 

• Cultivate prospects - Conduct surveys with supporters to develop an understanding of who our prospects might be.  

• Use crossover opportunities such as events with community contacts and faith groups. 

* The 1% legacy gift is a new concept aimed at encouraging more people to consider charitable legacy giving at a modest level 

Resources for Fundraising 

Investment planned to achieve income target 

Year 21/22 22/23 23/24 24/25 25/26 26/27 

Income  989587 1342571 1399648 1718504 2132195 2674371 

  
     

  

Investment/Budget 1:4 247397 335643 349912 429626 533049 668593 

 

These figures are based on the industry norm that ROI is 1:4 

Framework is planning to invest in staff and resources to grow the income to the annual targets in the following manner:  

Investment in our People and Systems 

New roles and recruitment  

Year 1 New Roles Recruited in 2022 

- Events and Digital Events Fundraiser 

- Supporter Engagement Lincolnshire 

- P/T Data Administrator 

- Volunteers 

- Fundraising Champions in Services 
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Year 2 Planned Recruitment 

- F/T Data Administrator (increase in hours to P/T post) 

- Data Analyst 

- Research Placement/Intern  

- Digital Communications and Fundraising Officer 

 

Year 3 Planned Recruitment 

- Individual/Major Donor Fundraiser 

- Supporter Engagement Team Leader 

Over the period of the strategy we are committed to enhancing the capacity and capabilities of the team through training, sponsoring 

formal qualifications and through the development of core skills.   

Data, systems and software packages 

Context 

The key to maximising Framework’s fundraising performance is mastering our data.  

The ongoing work of improving data quality - the amount of transactional, behavioural and demographic information we hold on our 

supporters - continues to be a priority. Much has been done to improve our position since 2019, but there is still some way to go. 

The acquisition of new payment systems has enabled us to bring the vast majority of our committed donors onto direct debit (simplifying 

the regular payment process and reducing attrition). However, investing in this technology has required further investment of staff time, 

including the need to coordinate trouble-shooting activity between third-party providers such as Access, Hallam and GoCardless.  

More work is needed to reach a point where we can access, analyse and manipulate key data in order to inform future campaigns.  

Strategic Aims 

• Streamline Excel reporting and the results tracker system, to produce more timely and accurate income reports.   

• Continue the integration and automation of 3rd party systems with the ThankQ CRM - reducing manual input and human error.   

• Continue to improve the donor journey - increasing conversion rates and reducing donor attrition. 

• Continue the focus on improving data quality, investing in staff training to support this activity. 
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PR and Marketing including advertising 

Context 

To date Framework’s approach to advertising and marketing has been ad hoc and minimal with little known about ROI. 

Strategic Aims 

• To use advertising and marketing to become a household name like Crisis and Shelter. 

• Engage a full-service agency to support with research, marketing, advertising, and PR. 

Email marketing 

Context 

Framework sends eshots to its supporters on a weekly basis. Since we began resending emails to all accounts where they were 

unopened, overall email open rates have increased from 27.9% to 45%.  

Strategic Aims 

• Increase the focus on segmentation by analysing supporter behaviour using both Mailchimp data and our CRM fundraising 

database ThankQ.  

• Use this process of drilling down to understand supporter behaviour to help in tailoring messages  

• Increase sign-up to the mailing list with a programme of promotional messages on social media.  

Social media 

Context 

Framework has a growing presence on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and LinkedIn encouraged by greater activity on each platform –

three pieces of content per platform per week. Thanks, in particular to the four anniversary films we have good content on our YouTube 

channel and we have recently done our first posts on TikTok. 

Strategic Aims 

• Focus on the geographies in which we work. 

• Focus on the people in those areas, identifying the personas who already support us and reaching more of the same.  

• create content that is specific to those personas and to the platforms we are using.   
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Website management and updates 

Context 

The Framework website will be reviewed to understand; the average customer journey vs. the aims of the site, pinch points (including 

drop-off/bounce) and technical possibilities within the existing CMS. 

Strategic Aims 

• Make the structure more streamlined and user-friendly, improving the donor journey and overall efficiency of the site 

• Deliver engaging, relevant and timely content 

• Provide ongoing analytics, constantly testing and trialling user experience 

• Improve Search Engine Optimisation and ensure full advantage is taken of internal and external links including to other 

marketing collateral 

• Consider the donor pathway and what the site is capable of – with efficiency in mind. 

Estimate of additional investment required in 2023 and 2024 over and above existing planned investment 

Additional Investment in resource over 
and above any current increase 

2023- 24 2024-25 

People    Year 2   Year 3 

Increase the existing Data Administration 
Assistant role from 15 to 37 hours (yr2) 

  13,145  

Employ a Data Analyst (yr2)   31,920  

Digital Fundraiser (yr2)   28,500  

Supporter Engagement Team Leader (yr3)    31,920 

Major Donor Fundraiser (yr3)    28,500 

Total staff   73,565   60,420 

Systems    Year 2   Year 3 

Web agency fees    12,000    

Hot Jar Analytics      960      

Yoast SEO        99       

Framework Website rebuild    30,000 

Advertising and marketing budget     52,000   52,000 

TOTAL systems    78118   42,000 

Total investment    151683 184,420 
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Appendix 1: Fundraising Plan 

 

 
Fundraising Plan 

2022-26/27 

How we are going to… 

Raise more money, from more people, more often 
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Introduction 

The plan is a working document and will be used to monitor the activities of the team against the strategic aims. 

Trusts, Grants & Foundations 

Year 1:  

- Recognise recent grants by sending out Building Better Futures update brochures to encourage further donations. 

- Align Trusts, Grants & Foundations Fundraising with current fundraising campaigns that are visible in all of Framework’s 

communications and marketing efforts, with a strong focus on Building Better Futures.  

- Update Fundraising ‘case for support’ letters, to include up-to-date progress on the 5-year Building Better Futures campaign. 

- Utilise a 3-year investment in ‘Grantfinder’ - a more sophisticated grant-finding database – to free up time spent on research 

and write more applications. 

- Recruit a new Trusts, Grants & Foundations Fundraising Volunteer. This position will focus on developing local relationships in 

Sheffield and Lincolnshire.  

- Make strategic use of existing contacts; renew the contact mapping exercise as new board members are recruited (September 

2022); search ThankQ for supporters that may be on Charitable Trust boards and committees.  

- Submit artwork requests for all large Trust applications. 

- Invest in hard copies of supporting documents for applications (brochure/leaflets/case studies etc). The availability of high-

quality marketing materials has been a huge help in securing funds for Building Better Futures and this is something we would 

like to maintain going forward.  

- Invite funders to Framework events. 

- Hold quarterly meetings with Framework’s Supporter Engagement Officers, to gain greater insight into service fundraising and 

local priorities. 

- Ensure all grant applications written by support staff are signed off by the Trusts, Grants & Foundations Fundraiser. 

Years 2-4 

- Develop a student placement programme with local universities, to conduct a series of research projects.  

- Continue to utilise Grantfinder to seek upcoming opportunities. 

- Maintain relationships with services to ensure fundraising asks are always up to date.  

- Stewardship – ensure monitoring reports are sent prior to any additional annual applications; send project updates, 

particularly for Building Better Futures; invite donors to visit relevant projects and wherever possible introduce donors to 

senior staff, particularly where they have provided capital funding towards Building Better Futures. 

- Work with service delivery staff to keep on top of Lottery monitoring and evaluation. 

- Attend bid-writing refresher training wherever possible. 
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- Ensure the Trusts, Grants & Foundations Fundraiser works closely and creatively with the Head of Fundraising & 

Communications to devise the best ways to ‘frame’ projects and services, in order to continue to best appeal to funders and 

meet specific funding criteria. 

Year 5 

- Maintain and develop existing relationships with donors and continuously pursue new opportunities. 

Corporate  

Year 1: Effective stewardship and development 

- Introduce a corporate membership scheme, Friends of Framework, with an annual subscription fee at three different levels, 

each with appropriate rewards. This new product will generate income from participating corporate supporters.   

- Continue to steward corporate supporters through appropriate and timely thank-yous, pointing them towards Framework’s 

mailing list and continuing to send a quarterly newsletter to all subscribed contacts. 

- Plan and execute a series of service visits inviting corporate supporters who have given to Framework over the previous 

financial year, to further engage them in our work and enrich the donor journey. 

- Involve corporate contacts in our wider programme of events and activities, including Power Up and Framework’s Big Sleep 

Out.  

- Generate a series of ‘corporate spotlights’ to be shared on LinkedIn and other digital platforms in order to highlight the variety 

of Framework’s corporate relationships. 

- Increase the number of face-to-face meetings and visits to re-engage employees who have returned to the office.  

Years 1-3: Expand and diversify 

- Support the Lincolnshire fundraiser in their first year. Hand over existing relationships and share processes and knowledge 

- Utilise existing relationships to access a wider net of contacts and prospective donors. (e.g. via AKA’s 20th anniversary event 

and Rotheras’ corporate golf day). 

- Develop a strategy for transforming GIK donations into financial donations. 

- Work with the Events and Digital Events Fundraiser to develop plans for a corporate fine dining event. 

Years 1-5: Grow 

- Continue to work alongside and collaborate with the Lincolnshire fundraiser in order to maximise expertise. 

- Continuously seek to develop existing relationships and pursue new opportunities to broaden our corporate supporter base.  
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Community  

Year 1: Effective stewardship and development 

- Host Framework’s Young Supporter Awards, a new annual event celebrating the support young people have given to 

Framework during the previous financial year. 

- Continue stewardship of supporters through appropriate and timely thank yous, promoting the mailing list and sending a 

monthly newsletter to subscribed contacts. 

- Involve community contacts in our wider programme of events and activities. 

- Establish a group of Framework representatives to deliver local community talks.  

- Develop a new range of easily accessed community resources for schools, colleges and youth groups, enabling them to 

deliver sessions on Framework independently.  

Years 1-3: Expand and diversify 

- Tap into community groups to access prospective individual donors, for example by developing a Mailchimp audience of 

parish magazine and newsletter editors, to whom we can send press releases and tailored campaign content.  

- Target key players – groups and individuals – in non-Christian faiths, to forge new relationships in the wider community. 

- Target key players in Rotary and other groups for advice and support in how to create meaningful relationships within these 

communities – quality over quantity.  

- Work with the Events and Digital Events Fundraiser to develop a community forum - a recurring event enabling people who 

support Framework to come together, learn more about our work and collaborate.  

Years 1-5: Grow 

- Continuously develop existing relationships and pursue new opportunities to broaden the community audience.  

- Engage with our supporters and develop opportunities and events inspired by them and for them.  

Community (Lincolnshire) 

Year 1: Establish a presence by networking and friend-raising  

- Attend a range of local monthly business clubs and third-party events. 

- Develop relationships with 2 new high-profile individuals and 5 new corporates. 

- Organise a regular fundraising champions forum for Framework service-based staff and recruit new fundraising champions; 

where possible support the fundraising activity of local Framework services.  

- Wherever possible take the opportunity to organise local press and radio interest to highlight Framework’s local activities. 

- Tailor existing Framework newsletters for Lincolnshire and circulate on any community visits. 

- Engage local Rotary groups, churches, schools and colleges via a programme of community talks. Strike up a relationship 

with a local university or college; where possible attend local fairs.   

- Deliver an increase in Framework social media subscribers in the Lincolnshire area. 
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- Organise supporter visits to Framework services.  

- Introduce a corporate membership scheme, Friends of Framework, with an annual subscription fee at three different levels.  

Years 1-3 – Increase friend-raising activity and facilitate fundraising in the community 

- Continue the activities highlighted above, engaging the help of fundraising champions and community partners, to deliver a 

significant increase in awareness of Framework services. 

- Facilitate fundraising activity in Framework services and the community at large, generating fundraised income, specifically 

for Framework-wide appeals and campaigns.  

Years 1-5 – Deliver an increase in brand recognition, supporter numbers and income  

- Continue the activities highlighted above, engaging the help of fundraising champions and community partners, to deliver a 

significant increase in supporter numbers and income.  

Events 

Year 1: Expand the events programme, introducing digital & hybrid events  

- Introduce technology to extend the reach of events and create hybrid experiences.  
- Relaunch year-round challenges 

Examples 
- Framework’s Big Sleep Out - Introduction of remote or live participation 
- Live stream events such as Southwell Carol service and award ceremonies 
- Relaunch Power Up & Homeless to Home challenges on GivePenny/Enthuse platform 

Year 2: Continue to expand the events programme 

- Quarterly service user events 
- Small scale events to different audiences  
- Webinars and podcasts 

Examples        
- International Women's Day brunch for service users  
- Teddy Bears picnic for families, Paint and sip events, E-sports tournaments, outdoor cinema screenings 
- Webinar of industry experts debunking myths about homelessness 

Year 3: Introduction of event partnerships 

- Partner with sporting organisations  
- Extend partnerships to include the arts 

Examples 
- Partner with Robin Hood Marathon and Milk Race to encourage their participants to fundraise for Framework 
- Work with establishments such as Nottingham Contemporary and The Collection Museum in Lincoln to host 

exhibitions where the proceeds go to Framework 
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Years 4 & 5: Design & Deliver large-scale events 

- Design and deliver large-scale events that have a high profit margin to maximise fundraising income 
- Introduce a programme of challenges 

Examples 
- Framework Festival, a larger two-day event building on Framework’s Big Sleep Out 
- Introduce remote Summer challenge programme, building on A-Z of Fundraising. 

 
Individual Giving 

- Continue to work with Go Cardless to streamline the donor journey, ensuring minimum clicks to payment, an increase in 

donation numbers and low attrition rates.  

- Deliver targeted incentivised social media campaign(s) highlighting the benefits of committed giving, aimed at securing 

regular donations from newly acquired Generation Z supporters (born 1996-2010). 

- Develop new or adapt existing fundraising campaign ideas to create a range of ‘products’, which promote and enable 

‘committed giving’ by Millennials (born 1981-1995), for example: ‘Donate £28.75 every month and help us build a better future 

brick by brick’. 

- Use organic and paid digital advertising to push the benefits of committed donations to a wider, younger audience. 

- Highlight the impact of committed donations, wherever possible using existing supporter testimony, on Framework’s website. 

- Continue to publicly highlight on social media and Framework’s website how Framework rewards committed donors (e.g. 

stewardship events, bespoke updates, contact with staff and service users). 

- Identify commitment champions, who have been donating regularly for more than 3 years, conduct market research and 

where possible engage their help in promoting committed giving to a wider audience.  

- Passive giving: Develop and promote a range of opportunities on Framework’s website and via social media, enabling people 

to easily register their support of Framework and donate ‘passively’ simply by purchasing popular products or services. 

Digital  

1. Improved internal communications 

There is clearly a lot of support internally for the work Framework does and various great internal communications that 

happen. This can be capitalised and improved in the following ways:  

- Regular updates to different departments including service delivery staff on key campaigns and events 

- A plan to ask staff to follow and share key campaign posts, or creating templates they can share on their own 

accounts, particularly LinkedIn 

- Buy in and support from the SLT and middle management to encourage support to the fundraising team 
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- A clear understanding across all staff on why digital fundraising is important and how it helps everyone at Framework 

and beneficiaries to increase buy in. 

- Group creativity sessions to get ideas and support from the wider staff team 

2. Establish a clear process for gathering service user stories 

It is clear across analytics and user research that showing stories of beneficiaries and their journeys before, during and after 

support from Framework, is vital for increased donations. Story gathering needs to be an integral part of the organisation and 

not just an email to the few people you know will engage. This could be done in a number of ways but we suggest:  

- Training/communications with all staff to understand the importance of stories  

- Story gathering added to everyone’s job descriptions  

- Key times in the year when people send in their stories, this could be done via a short form or via managers. 

- An understanding of consent and sign off for all 

- Follow up with those who gained the story to show how it was used and any key successes. 

3. Implement channel development 

- Implement the key recommendations as identified in the audit and competitor analysis 

4. Sharing more topical news 

- Sharing how the work you do helps situations ‘like this’ 

- Sharing any research or information you have linked to a particular issue  

- Consider writing blog posts or sharing information on LinkedIn using a specific hashtag that news outlets may pick up 

on, or contact them directly to comment to gain greater reach 

- the organisation strategy includes ‘system change’ how can marketing help this happen and encourage others to 

donate towards this? 

5. Increased targeting of audiences in Lincolnshire and other regions 

- Share more case studies specific to Lincolnshire and other regions  

- Make it clearer for donors on the website the regions you support and how  

- Targeted Facebook advertising to build brand awareness in key areas  

- Sharing key regional news stories  

- Connecting with local businesses and other charities online. 

6. Create a culture of learning from user insights 

Regularly testing and learning can help your build an Agile approach to developing your digital communications. 

- Run a ‘retrospective’ every week during key campaigns to look at what is going well, what could be improved and what 

the next steps are, adjusting digital fundraising and communications accordingly.  

- Frequently review, learn from and act on user insights as per the playback sessions we have run with the team, asking 

team members to bring along questions to tease out learnings, eg. (‘Which email newsletter content is engaging our 

supporters most this week?’)  
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- Continue to innovate and try out new ideas as per your work on email newsletter and social ads. 

7. Encourage user generated content to build a sense of community 

- Create a simple campaign around a simple stat or action that encourages sharing  

- Building a youth ‘board’ to help create content for TikTok, giving some responsibility to them to build the right content 

- Build relationships with key influencers connected to your cause 

- Making it as easy as possible for volunteers and fundraisers to share photos of their events and volunteering, either by 

tagging Framework or sending via WhatsApp or email  

- Using the User Research to build relationships 

- Encourage Facebook Birthday fundraisers, this is already a positive area for you so see how you can grow it, including 

doing some user research with past birthday fundraisers. 

8. Improve the email newsletter 

- Build a longer user journey for new subscribers sharing clear messaging and values with your stories, stats and calls 

to action. 

- Segment your audience by location, sending case studies and events specific to the different regions  

- Share more information about how the money is spent, including specifics on what it could be spent on. The ‘Building 

Better Futures’ campaign is a good example of this. 

- Try different email titles to see which get the best open rates vs click throughs vs donations. 

- Organise newsletter groupings, removing unneeded groups or clearly labelling to not use. 

9. Improve Facebook advertising 

- Full training or agency support to help with testing targeted marketing  

- Testing ideas with a small budget first to see what works 

- A to B Testing segmented audiences, making small changes to different parts of the advert, for example, the image, 

the text, the call to action, the message etc. to see which converts best  

- Try retargeting for people who have visited the page, previously engaged with an advert, people who are on your 

newsletter list or followers - with these lists you can do more of a direct ask for donations 

- Creating full user journeys through ads so they don’t just see one advert but a series over a number of days or weeks. 

10. Building relationships with corporates 

- Create the ‘Friends of Framework’ scheme where businesses can sign up to become friends in exchange for a 

donation or partnership which would include shared promotion and support towards their CSR goals  

- Encourage corporates to get involved in fundraising and volunteering and make it easy for them to share what they 

are doing on LinkedIn or Twitter. For example, create templates they can share and simple messaging or examples.  

- Ensure you tag corporates in any volunteering or fundraising they do and where possible tag specific staff members 

you know are involved.  

- There is a large potential for new partnerships in Lincolnshire 
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11. Improved understanding of key audiences 

- Conduct regular user research, alongside looking at analytics and other user insights you might have on your CRM. 

These are a few things you might want to find out and use to better segment and target key audiences:  

 

- Key demographics such as: Age, sex, location, 

- Causes they care about, including the kinds of messaging that works 

- Why they donate including motivations and any direct connections to Framework 

- How they consume information including what channels they use  

- When they are most likely to donate 

12. Improve the website donations landing page 

- Create a copy of the donation page and testing different changes through your newsletter or paid advertising. For 

example, change the amounts, where the text appears and what else is on the page and segment your newsletter so 

half include one link and the other half another.  

- Setting up end to end tracking to see where people come from and if they donate. For example, a specific Facebook 

post could lead to donations but they could come back to actually donate a week later.  

- Make the why and how of Framework clearer - make examples of what the amount donated could be spent on clearer 

and next to the actual donation amounts. 

13. Information about events on the website 

- Create some case studies of successful fundraisers to inspire ideas for new volunteers  

- List future events, even if the dates aren’t confirmed, for example the Big Sleep Out.  

- Test which pages are viewed most on the website and use the popular pages to link to other content you want them to 

see.  

- Add some of the information from the fundraising toolkit directly onto the website to make it easily accessible 

14. Improve website content and SEO 

- Look at the most popular pages and see how you can make use of these to point people to other areas of the site  

- When building relationships with local businesses and corporates ask for a link back to your website. 

- Build a series of stories/case studies and use keywords that would link to topical news and issues people might be 

searching for  

- Use more keywords and sub headers in blog posts and link back to other stories or the donate / volunteer pages 

15. Improved messaging and values 

- Go back to the organisation’s vision and mission and see how you can embed this messaging across your marketing.  

- Getting really clear on what your core messages and values are through workshops with the wider organisation and 

using the overarching organisational strategy and brand  

- Creating a number of example phrases and posts to use when creating content so it is always on message 
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- Find ways to differentiate the different campaigns to help people feel inclined to donate more than once  

- Have some core content that hammers the messages home, for example short 30 second clips, key phrases or stats 

16. Test and trial new innovative ideas 

- Tap Donation - tap donations at events can be trialled using different amounts to see what works best, they can also 

be trialled in local windows, key locations across the cities/towns which could be part of the corporate partnership 

deals. 

- Digital Currency - This is still a fairly new idea in the charity sector, but worth exploring. We suggest testing on a small 

scale and seeing what works and if successful using this as a case study to gain media attention and be seen as best 

practice in the sector 

- Virtual Competitions - Creating healthy competitions online for volunteers can be a fun way to fundraise. For example, 

volunteers could compete for furthest walked, or gaming competitions or baking and share their success to receive 

more donations. 

Major Donors 

Years 1-3: Prospect research, major donor products, stewardship  

- Build a bank of digital and hard-copy collateral offering opportunities for people to donate at a higher level, including a 

Building Better Futures brochure. 

- Encourage planned giving via ‘campaign gift’ opportunities, Legacies and other means. For example, by offering opportunities 

to support the BBF campaign over a number of years to achieve a major impact. 

- Design and deliver a programme of stewardship events aimed at engaging our more committed donors. 

- Carry out a prospect screening/wealth overlay of existing supporters. 

- Invite targeted individuals to private events, offering opportunities to meet senior staff and wherever possible frontline staff 

and service users. 

- Create Building Better Futures web pages, to include a major donor section, video and donor recognition wall for high-value 

giving.  

- Create a film with case studies of Housing First beneficiaries. The film should link to the Building Better Futures 

Appeal/Housing First and underline the importance of flexibility in funding (David Hallett, DHP and The Nottingham are 

exemplars). These films can be on the main website and appeal website for 1-2 years. We might provide private viewings for 

key supporters before airing them publicly. We might send them to CEOs of targeted companies. The films need to be short, 

inspirational and with a clear message. 

- Include information on the benefits of Gift Aid and tax effective giving (including income tax and capital gains tax), plus advice 

and easy-to-use products (e.g. gift aid calculator) encouraging and enabling higher level giving. Gift Aid is an encouragement 

to donate at a higher level - especially for people in the higher tax bracket.  

- Include Gifts in shares as an option on the website and in brochures.   
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- Where possible offer volunteering opportunities for HNWIs and prospective major donors. Many wealthy individuals may 

prefer to support us by offering their time and connections, which can be invaluable. We should treat them as major donors. 

- Run targeted campaigns anytime from January to March to encourage tax-effective giving. January is a particularly good time 

to contact major donors, as they may be making resolutions as well as looking at their annual tax returns.  

- Seek corporate sponsorship for the Building Better Futures campaign (this could push up the average giving level by securing 

a large ‘shop window’ gift from a building company or similar and thereby encouraging others to give at that level. We should 

remember that these opportunities usually arrive as the result of personal relationships at senior level. 

- Track major giving data (i.e. number of gifts and average gift size) 

Years 4-5: Develop a fundraising board 

- Specifically target HNWIs to join the Board of Trustees  

- Create a Fundraising Board. This is worth considering but not without its challenges (such as finding a ‘leader’ who will drive it 

forward, securing enough committed individuals to make up a board, synchronising their diaries to facilitate meetings) 

Legacies 

Years 1-3 

- Run a drip-marketing campaign with the support of the Communications team, regularly communicating the possibility of 

leaving a gift in Will in various digital settings.  

- Conduct a survey with supporters to develop an understanding of who our prospects might be. Use crossover opportunities 

with community contacts, particularly faith groups. 

- Analyse engagement levels with legacy messaging through the drip-marketing campaign and begin to build a prospect list.  

- Create a profile/profiles of our prospects. As our data quality improves with time, these profiles can be used to find matches 

amongst our growing donor base.  

- Redesign the Gifts in Wills and Gifts in Memory brochure. 

Years 1-5 

- As the prospect list grows, plan more direct and targeted campaigns to be sent to the prospects to enhance cultivation  

- Use any willing converted legators to enhance communications by including their case studies and stories – why did they 

choose to leave a gift  

- Work with the Events and Digital Events Fundraiser to deliver a recurring event designed for both cultivation and stewardship 

purposes. Effectively a 2-in-1 event, we can use those we are stewarding to help us cultivate prospects. The message for the 

event will be the same for both audiences: the difference a gift in Will makes for Framework. Some will have already left one, 

others will be considering it. We can hear from those who have included Framework as leading examples.  
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Website 

Years 1-2 

- Assess service provided by existing web partner, Hallam, with a view to replacing them in year 2 if performance fails to 

improve 

- Fix all technical issues around donation buttons 

- Simplify site structure to create more efficient customer journeys 

- Streamlining of web content - reduce quantity and increase quality of web content 

- Enable editing rights across the fundraising team for faster web editing and copy-writing outcomes 

Years 2-5 

- From year 2 purchase Yoast*1, Hot Jar *2 and other software to improve web performance 

- In year 2 start planning for Framework website rebuild 

- In year 3 begin rebuild of Framework website  

 

*1 Yoast SEO is a Wordpress plug in that helps websites perform better in search engines like Google. *2 Hot Jar is a software package that reveals the online 

behaviour of your users, by combining feedback and analysis tools. It gives a ‘big picture’ overview, enabling improvement of website performance.  

Databases and Systems 

In addition to the ThankQ database and Microsoft Office 365, the Fundraising Team uses a range of digital platforms and software to 

assist with tasks such as ticketing, web design, project management and online fundraising. Some of these applications are free whilst 

others come at a cost. Over the life of the strategy investment will be needed to upgrade systems or change suppliers.   

- ThankQ fundraising CRM  

- GoCardless online payment processing solution  

- Stripe online payments platform  

- PayPal online payments platform  

- JustGiving online fundraising platform  

- Good Box single-tap donation facility  

- SumUp mobile payment card readers  

- Eventbrite integrated online event platform   

- Enthuse integrated online event platform  

- Mailchimp automated email platform  

- Grant finder trust and grants online research tool  
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- Monday.com project management platform  

- Wordpress website content management software   

- Elementor website builder  

- Square space website builder  

- Wix website builder  

- Adobe Creative Suite web design software  

- Adobe InDesign desktop publishing software  

- Microsoft Office 365 (including Word, Excel, PowerPoint, OneNote, Access, Teams, SharePoint) office solutions package  

Literature 

Whilst much of the work done in fundraising is now digital there is always a need to communicate using printed literature. The availability 

of high-quality marketing materials has been a huge help in securing funds for Building Better Futures. Therefore, where we believe 

they add value we will continue to invest in hard copies of supporting documents for applications (brochure/leaflets/case studies etc.). 
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Appendix 2: SWOT Analysis from Fundraising Feasibility Study 
 

Internal Strengths 
 

Internal Weaknesses 

Established charity with a clear track record 

 
Homelessness is a ‘marmite cause’ 

 
Financially sound and able to invest in fundraising 

 
Large reserves are a barrier to grant fundraising and potentially to major 
donors 

 
Has a support base upon which to build  

 
Support base shrank due to GDPR cull 

 
Homelessness is currently a high-profile issue  

 
Heavily reliant on statutory funds at present 

 
Some good donor relationships in place 

 
Fundraising seen as top-up to commissioned funds 

 
Diversified fundraising portfolio 

 
Charity not well known outside its core area 

 
Is well known in Nottingham and Notts 

 
 

External Opportunities 
 

External Threats 

Grow individual giving via digital means 
 

Economy may stagnate due to Covid-19 and Brexit impacts 

 
Increase regular giving by individuals 
 

Competition for funds is fierce 

 
Increase trusts income  
 

Cost of living and inflation means less disposable income 

Grow the major gifts strand 
 

 

Expand corporate partnerships 
 

 

Grow legacies for the longer term 
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Appendix 3: Lincolnshire Communications Strategy 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Lincolnshire Communications Strategy July 2022 – June 2023 
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Introduction 
This communications strategy provides an outline for delivery of core communications work related to Framework services operating 
in Lincolnshire. For the purpose of this strategy Lincolnshire is defined as the area from ‘The Humber to the Wash.’ (See visual 
below). 
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This is a focused strategy, and its overall purpose is to build foundations for donor support and to generate awareness of Framework 
in Lincolnshire. Therefore, this strategy covers a period of one-year only. (July 2022 - June 2023). Successful delivery will provide a 
base upon which a longer-term communications strategy can be developed. 
 
Within this context, four strategic elements underpin this strategy: 
 
1. Brand awareness - clarifying the core message and promoting it ‘on repeat’ 
 
2. Building a base - finding and growing a core audience in Lincolnshire 
 
3.Securing a corporate partner (or partners)– supporting reach, awareness and credibility in the Lincolnshire area 
 
4. Influencing and profiling – becoming ‘known’ in Lincolnshire through connections with key people, community groups and 
organisations. 
 
 
To support this strategy, it is recommended that the following communications touchpoints are used: 

• Social media (existing Framework accounts) 

• Framework website  

• Monthly e-newsletter 

• Printed materials 

• Internal communications 

• Events 

• Face-to-face engagement (including via Framework staff based in Lincolnshire) 

• PR - online and offline media.  

 
Content generated for the above touchpoints will include the following: 
 
Video shorts – these will be housed on the Framework Youtube channel and used for Lincolnshire specific online content. 
 
Staff and service user generated content - this will include case studies relating to service users and blogs composed by 
Framework staff based in Lincolnshire. There will be a focus on sourcing as much content as possible and raising the profile of 
services and staff in the area, including Sandra Blow the Operational Lead for Framework in Lincolnshire. 
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Print - a full print review and update will take place, and a series of information leaflets/infographics will be created to target various 
audiences. (Other print material such as pop-banners will also be created).  
 

Strategic Aims and Objectives 
This communications strategy has four main aims which will be delivered over a one-year timeframe as detailed below. 
 

Strategic Aim One: 

Develop a clear core message that reflects the Framework Lincolnshire offering and use this as an ‘on repeat’ message 

across all related communications during year one; utilising existing platforms and new opportunities to promote the work 

of Framework in Lincolnshire.   

 
This aim supports strategic element one and will be delivered via the objectives below. 
 

The core message: 

• Scope out and agree core messaging with a group of Key Stakeholders no later than end July 2022 including; 

Lincolnshire Operations Managers, Supporter Engagement and Income Generation Fundraising Officer for Lincolnshire and 

the Framework Comms Team. (This process should ideally involve service user representation too). 

• Review all communications content for Lincolnshire ensuring the core message leads/features on and offline (where 

reasonably possible) no later than 1 September 2022; including a Lincolnshire print pack (online and offline usage) which 

offers a ‘pick and mix’ approach for services and staff to provide people with/or direct people to highly relevant literature. 

• Develop and deliver an internal communications plan to brief all staff no later than 1 September 2022, with updates for 

Lincolnshire based-teams ongoing. 

Brand awareness activity: 

• Attendance at a minimum of two public facing events during the year (one of which is confirmed as Lincolnshire Pride), 

focusing on the provision of information/engagement and newsletter sign-ups of at least 300 records (total amount from two 

events). 

• Review and update Lincolnshire content on the Framework website, with a dedicated Lincolnshire landing page to be in place 

no later than 1 September 2022, and fortnightly blog and news additions at a minimum ongoing. The Supporter Engagement 
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and Income Generation Fundraising Officer for Lincolnshire will push this content out to contacts across Lincolnshire ongoing 

(using trackable links).  

• 1x weekly social media piece (via Framework accounts) focusing specifically on Lincolnshire, with associated ad spend on 

Facebook (fortnightly) to target a new and geographically relevant audience, commencing from 1 September 2022. 

• Inclusion of a monthly Lincolnshire spotlight within the existing Framework e-newsletter, to commence immediately.  

 
Target Audience: 
 

• Key internal stakeholders 

• Lincolnshire based staff and service users 

• All Framework staff 

• General public in Lincolnshire 

• Businesses and organisations in Lincolnshire. 

Strategic Aim Two: 

To start building a supporter base for Framework in Lincolnshire; utilising a variety of communications touchpoints to 

encourage people to engage and ultimately sign-up to the monthly newsletter, with a target of 500 records (in total from all 

sources) by the end of year-one.  

This aim supports strategic element two and will be delivered via the objectives below. 
 

• Include a newsletter sign-up CTA on all printed Lincolnshire communications material (as standard) no later than 1 

September 2022 

• Add a newsletter sign-up CTA to all online Lincolnshire related communications content no later than 1 September 

2022 

• Provide 'keep in touch' cards for Lincolnshire based staff/for use at Lincolnshire based events to direct people to the 

sign-up landing page, to be provided by 1 September 2022 

• Attend a minimum of two events during the year, and actively capture sign-ups in real time targeting a minimum of 150 

per event 

• Research and utilise opportunities to promote newsletter sign-ups within Lincolnshire based organisations and 

community groups (via their internal communications), achieving at least 20 pieces of coverage by June 2023.  
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 Target Audience: 
 

• General Lincolnshire public (as targeted via brand awareness activity) 

• Established businesses in Lincolnshire area 

• Education settings in Lincolnshire.  

 

Strategic Aim Three 

Secure at least one ‘high monetary value’ corporate partner in Lincolnshire by the end of 2022, targeting well-known and 

established organisations to guarantee reach, credibility and commitment.  

This aim supports strategic element three and will be delivered via the objectives below. 
   

• The Supporter Engagement and Income Generation Fundraising Officer for Lincolnshire, along with Lincolnshire 

colleagues and the Framework Fundraising Team to research potential corporate partners by the end of September 2022.  

• The Supporter Engagement and Income Generation Fundraising Officer for Lincolnshire and the Framework 

Fundraising Team to develop a Corporate Information Pack specific to Lincolnshire by end September 2022.  

• The Supporter Engagement and Income Generation Fundraising Officer for Lincolnshire to contact potential partners 

and promote the work of Framework in Lincolnshire using the Corporate Information Pack during October and November 

2022; resulting in three to four corporate partners offering various levels of support (pro-bono, gifts in kind, sponsorship) 

associated PR coverage and at least one sizeable cash donation by June 2023. 

 
Target Audience: 
 

• Local businesses 

• Local education settings 

• Local community groups with connections to larger organisation 

• Existing contacts within the Nottinghamshire area.  
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Strategic Aim Four 

Promote the work of Framework in Lincolnshire with key influencers in the county to generate awareness of work being 

delivered, and to secure engagement and coverage (peer-to-peer or PR-led) to raise the profile of services and projects.  

This aim supports strategic element four and will be delivered via the objectives below. 
 

• The Supporter Engagement and Income Generation Fundraising Officer for Lincolnshire to research and identify key 

‘individual’ influencers in the county and start building relationships through provision of information, face-to-face meetings 

and invites to services/specific events. The Framework Chief Executive and other members of SLT will be required to support 

this work. Engagement with three to four key influential individuals to be achieved by June 2023. 

• Online influencing via the Framework Communications Team (notably the Digital Fundraising and Communications Officer 

with support), listening to social chatter, researching key influencers in the context of Framework services within Lincolnshire 

and joining in conversation/mentioning the work of Framework where relevant and appropriate to do so, engaging with four to 

five key influencers on an ongoing basis by the end June 2023. 

• Source and work with a local PR agency to develop media contacts in the region, and to secure coverage in Lincolnshire 
media (subject to appropriate content being available) including radio, print and/or TV. At least two stories to be covered more 
extensively (radio or TV interview, local news feature) within the timeframe of this strategy. 

 
Target Audience: 
 

• Existing high-profile contacts 

• Relevant social media influencers 

• Local and regional media.  

Responsibilities and Accountabilities 

The Framework Internal Communications and Marketing Services Manager, and the Supporter Engagement and Income Generation 

Fundraising Officer for Lincolnshire have overall responsibility for this Communications Strategy and the associated delivery. They 

will work with the Framework Communications and Fundraising Team and Framework Staff across Lincolnshire to ensure all aspects 

of the strategy are delivered.  
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Appendix 4: Recommendation from the feasibility study to set up a separate fundraising charity 

 

It was recommended that Framework set up a separate fundraising charity to sit alongside Framework. Wooten George advised this 

would enable us to present a different set of accounts, with a far lower turnover and asset base, giving access to a wider selection of 

funders. They advised that registration should occur in year one of the strategy and that without this step Framework would not reach 

the suggested targets for trusts. 

I have researched this with the support of our Frameworks Trusts and Grants Fundraiser. In actuality a separate fundraising charity 

would make very little difference to the number and type of trusts we could apply to as the turnover of the new charity would exceed 1 

million a year. The threshold for many smaller trusts is often a turnover of less than £500,000.  

It is therefore my recommendation that Framework does not pursue this option as it would be time consuming, incur cost and not 

achieve the intended goal. 
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Appendix 5: Our people  

 

 

Current Staff Qualifications 

All team members are educated to degree level, with five members of the current team educated to post graduate level including: MBA 

in Marketing, MA in Journalism and a Doctorate. Other training completed includes: 

• CIOF Certificate in Fundraising 

• Nottingham City Council Bid Writing Training 

• Public Speaking Training (Government Events) 
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• Successful Bid Writing - Preparing, Winning and Managing Bids (Government Events) 

• CIOF Diploma in Fundraising  

• Dealing with the Media – Communication Skills for Broadcast Interviews  

• Transformative Fundraising – Bridging the gap between the fundraising and professional advice communities 

• Digital Fundraising Blueprint 

• NVQ 3 IT Professionals 

• Prince 2 project Management 

• Information Technology Leadership Team V3 

• Legacy Strategy Summit 

• Intermediate Microsoft Active Directory and PowerShell Basics 

• Oracle, SagePay and QuickBooks  

Team Skills and Expertise 

• Bid writing 

• Campaign and appeal messaging and copy 

• Public speaking 

• Budgeting 

• Research 

• Proof reading 

• Relationship management 

• Stakeholder account management 

• Stewardship 

• Networking - with businesses and HNW 

• Professional communications 

• Public relations 

• Project Management 

• Event Management 

• Advanced Data analysis 

• Advanced Data interrogation 

• Excel design and interrogation 

• Database manipulation in SQL  

• Basic Python, Java and Linux 
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• Writing for camera 

• Podcasts 

• Advanced Account and File management 

• Database planning, interrogation, manipulation and design 

• Advances CRM and 3rd party software management including triaging faults. 

• Data Integrity 

• Business income and data intelligence 

 

 


